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In a Steiner triple system with 19 points, each disjoint pair of blocks is con-
tained in at least 43 quadruples of pairwise disjoint blocks . In a Steiner triple
system with 25 points, each disjoint pair of blocks is contained in a pairwise
disjoint quintuple of blocks . Theorems used are those of Connor on determinants
based on intersecting and nonintersecting blocks of a BIBD, and of Turin on
extremal graphs without triangles .
A Steiner triple system with 19 points is a balanced incomplete block
design (BIBD) with parameters (v, b, r, k, A) = (19, 57, 9, 3, 1). Connor
[1] showed that in BIDB, each t x t matrix defined for t blocks with
diagonal entries (r - k)(r - A) and off-diagonal entries Ak - rci ;, where
blocks i and j have ci, points in common, must have a nonnegative
determinant. A paraphrase of Connor's theorem is that the quadratic
form belonging to each such symmetric matrix must be positive semi-
definite . Let X and Y be two disjoint blocks of a Steiner triple system as
cited. There are exactly 9 blocks intersecting both X and Y. (Excluding X
and Y), there are 6(9 - 3 - 1) = 30 blocks intersecting X or Y but not
both. This leaves 57 - 9 - 30 - 2 = 16 blocks disjoint from both X
and Y. The Connor matrices for this BIBD have entries 48 on the diagonal,
and entries 3 and -6 offdiagonal for disjoint and intersecting pairs of
blocks respectively. Let A be the Connor matrix for X, Y, and the 16
disjoint blocks . Partition rows and columns of A as 2 -}- 16 . Then All
has off diagonal 3's ; A 12 and its transpose A ll contain all 3's . Partially
reduce the quadratic form of A by adding -1/17 times the upper two
rows of A to the other 16 (and likewise on columns) ; this addition replaces
A 12 and A 21 by zero matrices . In 16 x 16 A22 , 6/17 is subtracted from
entries by this reduction ; 48, 3, and -6 all decreased by 6/17 leave numbers
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proportional to 90, 5, and -12 . In order that the quadratic form belonging
to this transform of A 22 be positive semidefinite, the sum of entries must
be nonnegative. Solving
16 • 90 -i- x • 10 + (120 - x)(-24) = 0,
gives a root between 42 and 43 . Thus we conclude that an arbitrary pair
of disjoint blocks is contained in at least 43 pairwise disjoint quadruples
of blocks .
Carrying out the same steps with (v, b, r, k, A) = (25, 100, 12, 3, 1),
we find that 41 blocks are disjoint from X and Y, and among these there
must be at least 459 disjoint pairs . Define the graph of 41 nodes with
adjacency for disjoint blocks . Turan ([2], or [3, p. 17]) showed that a
graph with n nodes and no triangle has at most [n2/4] edges . 459 > [41 2/4],
hence blocks X and Y are in a pairwise disjoint quintuple of blocks .
These results can be generalized .
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